Abstract. Let P be a unital subsemigroup of a group G. We propose an approach to C * -algebras associated to product systems over P . We call the C * -algebra of a given product system E its covariance algebra and denote it by A× E P , where A is the coefficient C * -algebra. We prove that our construction does not depend on the embedding P → G and that a representation of A × E P is faithful on the fixed-point algebra for the canonical coaction of G if and only if it is faithful on A. We compare this with other constructions in the setting of irreversible dynamical systems, such as Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras, Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra, semigroup C * -algebras of Xin Li and Exel's crossed products by interaction groups.
Introduction
Let A be a C * -algebra. A correspondence E : A A consists of a right Hilbert A-module with a nondegenerate left action of A implemented by a * -homomorphism ϕ : A → B(E). We say that E is faithful if the left action of A is injective. It is proper if A acts by compact operators on E. A celebrated construction by Pimsner associates a C * -algebra O E to a faithful correspondence E : A A [23] . This is now known as a Cuntz-Pimsner algebra. It is the universal C * -algebra for representations of E that satisfy a certain condition, now called Cuntz-Pimsner covariance, on the ideal J = ϕ −1 (K(E)) A. Pimsner's C * -algebra includes many interesting C * -algebras, such as crossed products by automorphisms and graph C * -algebras for graphs with no sinks [12] . It also covers crossed products by extendible and injective endomorphisms with hereditary range.
For a non-faithful correspondence E, Pimsner's C * -algebra may be zero. Muhly and Solel proposed a construction of C * -algebras associated to (not necessarily faithful) correspondences by taking universal C * -algebras for representations satisfying the covariance condition only on an ideal J A with J ⊆ ϕ −1 (K(E)) [18] . In [11] , Katsura provided necessary and sufficient conditions on the ideal J for the universal representation of E in O J,E to be injective. Inspired by graph C * -algebras, among other constructions, he analysed the relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O J E ,E with J E := (ker ϕ) ⊥ ∩ϕ −1 (K(E)). This C * -algebra has nice properties. First, the universal representation of E in O J E ,E is injective. Hence, it encodes the correspondence structure of E. In addition, O J E ,E satisfies a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem, that is, a representation of O J E ,E in a C * -algebra B is faithful if it is faithful on the coefficient algebra A and respects the gauge action of the unit circle T.
Roughly speaking, a product system may be regarded as an action of a semigroup by correspondences over a C * -algebra. A product system over a semigroup P with unit element denoted by e is a family of correspondences E = (E p ) p∈P with E e = A together with correspondence isomorphisms E p ⊗ A E q ∼ = E pq subject to certain axioms. It is equivalent to a single correspondence when the underlying semigroup is N [3] . Product systems were introduced in this context by Fowler in [10] , following the work of Arveson on continuous product systems of Hilbert spaces developed in [4] . As for single correspondences, examples of product systems arise naturally from semigroups of endomorphisms [10, 16] .
Fowler defined the Toeplitz algebra T E of a given product system E as the universal C * -algebra for representations of E, thus generalising Toeplitz algebras of single correspondences. However, unlike the case of single correspondences, the Toeplitz algebra of a product system is in general too big. For example, the universal CEven though the universal representation of a compactly aligned product system E in N O E is injective for many examples, it might fail to be faithful even for proper product systems over totally ordered semigroups such as the positive cone of Z × Z with the lexicographic order [28, Example 3.16] . In addition, [6, Example 3.9] shows that if P is not directed, a representation of N O E that is faithful on A need not be faithful even for an amenable system. Moreover, Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras cannot handle product systems over semigroups that are not positive cones of quasi-lattice orders.
In this paper, we let P be a subsemigroup of a group G and construct a C * -algebra A × E P from a product system E = (E p ) p∈P satisfying the conditions (A) and (B) of [28] : the universal representation of E in A × E P is faithful and a representation of A × E P is faithful on the fixed-point algebra for the canonical gauge coaction of G if and only if it is faithful on A. To do so, we look at the topological G-grading {T g E } g∈G of the Toeplitz algebra of E coming from the canonical coaction of G. Inspired by the notion of Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariance introduced by Sims and Yeend, we analyse a class of representations of T e E coming from quotients of the usual Fock representation of E on p∈P E p . Following ideas of [8] , we use the directed set consisting of finite subsets of G to define what we call strong covariance. Although it explicitly involves elements of G, this notion of covariance does not depend on the embedding P → G. In other words, different groups containing P as a subsemigroup produce the same quotient of T E . We refer to the universal C * -algebra A × E P for strongly covariant representations of E as its covariance algebra.
The notion of covariance introduced here is technical and in general difficult to verify. However, we present an equivalent and considerably simpler definition of strong covariance for compactly aligned product systems over quasi-lattice ordered groups. We show that A × E P coincides with the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra of E if either P is directed and the canonical representation of E in N O E is injective or E is faithful. This is precisely the hypothesis of [6, Proposition 3.7] .
We prove that our construction includes Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra if E is a proper and faithful product system over a cancellative Ore monoid. Again only assuming that P is embeddable into a group, we construct a product system E as in [2, Section 5] so that A× E P recovers the semigroup C * -algebra of Xin Li whenever the family of constructible right ideals of P is independent (see [17, Definition 2.26] ). In general, the covariance algebra of such a product system corresponds to the semigroup C * -algebra C * (∪) s (P ) in the notation of [17] . We also assume that P is a reversible cancellative semigroup and describe a class of Exel's crossed products by interaction groups as covariance algebras. Thus our approach may inspire further C * -constructions for irreversible dynamical systems. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic definitions and describe the coaction of a group G containing P on the Toepliz algebra associated to a product system E = (E p ) p∈P as well as the corresponding topological G-grading of T E . In Section 3, we present our main theorem, namely, Theorem 3.10. We first define a certain gauge-invariant ideal J G ∞ of T E . The corresponding quotient T E /J G ∞ becomes the object of study. We show that A embeds into this quotient. Moreover, it carries a canonical topological G-grading and also satisfies an analogue of condition (B) mentioned previously. Applying this fact to the universal group of P , we are able to show that such a quotient of T E is independent of the choice of the group containing P as a subsemigroup. The remaining facts to be proved are in Theorem 3.10. We refer to this quotient of T E as the covariance algebra of E.
In Section 4, we illustrate our construction by comparing it with other C * -algebras arising from irreversible dynamical systems. We have included an appendix concerned with the topological grading coming from a discrete coaction.
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Product systems
We recall some basic notions and results that will be needed in the sequel.
2.1. Notation and basic notions. Let P be a semigroup with identity e and A a C * -algebra. A product system over P of A-correspondences consists of:
In addition, we let E e = A with the obvious structure of correspondence over A. The multiplication maps µ e,p and µ p,e implement the left and right actions of A on E p , respectively, so that µ e,p (a⊗ξ p ) = ϕ p (a)ξ p and µ p,e (ξ p ⊗a) = ξ p a for all a ∈ A and ξ p ∈ E p . This data must make the following diagram commute:
A product system E = (E p ) p∈P will be called faithful if ϕ p is injective for all p ∈ P . It is proper if A acts by compact operators on E p for all p in P . Definition 2.1. A Toeplitz representation of E = (E p ) p∈P in a C * -algebra B consists of linear maps ψ p : E p → B, for all p ∈ P \ {e}, and a * -homomorphism ψ e : A → B, satisfying the following two axioms:
The Toeplitz algebra of E, denoted by T E , is the universal C * -algebra for Toeplitz representations of E [10, 23].
2.2.
The coaction on the Toeplitz algebra. Let G be a discrete group. Let δ G be the
The triple (A, G, δ) is referred to as a coaction. See, for instance, [7, Definition A.21] and also [25] . Replacing C * (G) by C * r (G) and adapting the coaction identity accordingly, we obtain what is called a reduced coaction [24] . Here we will only use full coactions. So we will omit the term "full".
If (A, G, δ) is a coaction, then δ provides B with a topological G-grading for which the spectral subspace at g ∈ G is given by A g = {a ∈ A | δ(a) = a ⊗ u g }. We refer to A e as the fixed-point algebra for the coaction of G on A.
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The idea of considering coactions on Toeplitz algebras associated to product systems goes back to [10, Proposition 4.7] and also [6] for Nica-Toeplitz algebras. Given a product system E = (E p ) p∈P and a discrete group G with G ⊇ P , we will need the topological G-grading coming from the canonical coaction of G on the Toeplitz algebra T E in the subsequent section. Hence we begin with a description of such a coaction and the corresponding G-grading of T E .
Let E = (E p ) p∈P be a product system. Suppose that P is a subsemigroup of a group G. There is a representation of E in T E ⊗ C * (G) which sends ξ p ∈ E p tot(ξ p ) ⊗ u p . By the universal property of T E , this yields a * -homomorphism
Moreover, the spectral subspace T g E at g ∈ G associated to δ is the closure of sums of elements of the form
where n ∈ N,
Proof. We begin by proving that δ is nondegenerate. Let (u λ ) λ∈Λ be an approximate identity for A. For each p ∈ P , both the left and right actions of A on E p are nondegenerate. Consequently, t e (u λ ) λ∈Λ is an approximate unit for T E . Hence its image under δ satisfies, for all b ∈ T E and g ∈ G,
This guarantees that δ is nondegenerate. In addition, for all p ∈ P , we have
. Thus δ satisfies the coaction identity on T E as well, because it is generated by t(E) as a C * -algebra. It remains to prove that δ is injective. Indeed, let 1 G : G → C, g → 1 be the trivial group homomorphism. Then (id T E ⊗ 1 G ) • δ = id T E if we identify T E with T E ⊗ C in the canonical way. So δ is injective. Hence δ is a full coaction of G on the Toeplitz algebra of E. Now let T g E be the spectral subspace at g ∈ G for δ and let δ g denote the projection of T E onto T g E as in [25, Lemma 1.3] (see also [9, Corollary 19.6] ). Take b in T g E . Since δ g is contractive and T E is generated byt(E) as a C * -algebra, we may suppose that
where m, k j ∈ N for all j in {1, 2, . . . , m} and ξ p
. The assertion then follows from the fact that δ g vanishes on any element of the form
We will refer to the coaction obtained in the previous lemma as the generalised gauge coaction of G on T E .
C
* -algebras associated to product systems
In this section, we combine ideas of Exel and Sims and Yeend (see [8, 28] ) to construct a C * -algebra A × E P out of a product system E so that a representation of A × E P is faithful on its fixed-point algebra for the canonical coaction of a group containing P if and only if it is faithful on the coefficient algebra. Our results apply to product systems over semigroups that can be embedded into groups.
3.1. Strongly covariant representations. We first introduce the notion of strongly covariant representations. Let P be a semigroup with unit e. Assume that P is embeddable into a group. That is, there is a group G and an injective semigroup homomorphism γ : P → G. Fix a C * -algebra A and a product system E = (E p ) p∈P over A.
Let F ⊆ G be a finite subset. We set
So K {e,g} = ∅ if and only if g may be written as pq −1 for some p, q ∈ P . In addition,
If p ∈ P and p ∈ K {p,g} , then p = gq for some q ∈ P , which implies g = pq −1 . For each p ∈ P and each F ⊆ G finite, we define an ideal I p −1 (p∨F ) A as follows. Given g ∈ F , we let
We then let
This gives a new correspondence E F : A A by setting F3 . So we let F range in the directed set determined by all finite subsets of G and define an ideal J e T e E by
We are now ready to introduce our notion of strong covariant representations. Definition 3.2. We will say that a representation of E is strongly covariant if it vanishes on J e .
Let J ∞ T E be the ideal generated by J e . Then T E J ∞ is universal for strongly covariant representations of E.
The idea behind (3.1) started from the realisation that the correspondences E p 's built in [28] out of E could be replaced by the E F 's in order to give the same notion of covariant representations if E is compactly aligned and φ-injective and P is directed. This is shown in Proposition 4.6. In this case, it suffices to consider finite subsets of P because (G, P ) is quasi-lattice ordered. Exel constructed a C * -algebra out of a nondegenerate interaction group (A, G, V ) with the property that a representation of this crossed product is faithful on the fixed-point algebra for the canonical coaction of G if and only if it is faithful on A. To show that A embeds into the crossed product, he built a faithful covariant representation by using inductive limits over finite subsets of G (see [8, Section 9] ). This is related to product systems because, in fact, the main purpose in [8] was to introduce a new notion of crossed products by semigroups of unital and injective endomorphisms which can be enriched to interaction groups. Here we want to associate a C * -algebra to a product system E = (E p ) p∈P with the property that a representation of this resulting C * -algebra is faithful on the fixed-point algebra for the canonical coaction of a group conaining P if and only if it is faithful on A. To achieve this goal, we believe its unit fibre should be a direct limit of C * -algebras with injective connecting maps (see [2, 8, 14, 23] ), although in general this fact is not established. So, combining all these ideas and modifying the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariance condition accordingly, we arrived at the E F 's and Definition 3.2.
Our next immediate goal is to prove that A embeds into the quotient T E J ∞ .
Lemma 3.3. The ideal J ∞ coincides with
As a consequence,
Proof. In order to prove the first assertion, it suffices to show that
Since c g maps
. Applying the first assertion and the continuity of the projection of
This gives the last statement.
Lemma 3.3 and Proposition A.6 say that this is indeed a well-defined full coaction
In order to prove the last assertion, let (T E /J ∞ ) g denote the spectral subspace at g ∈ G for the coaction δ. Clearly, the map which sends
Moreover, Lemma 3.3 implies that this produces an injective
g . That it is also surjective follows by the same argument used in Lemma 2.2.
We will often use the above description of the G-grading for T E /J ∞ .
Proposition 3.5. The quotient map q : T E → T E /J ∞ is injective ont(A).
Proof. We will show thatt(A) ∩ J e = 0 in T E . This implies the conclusion by the previous lemma.
Let F ⊆ G be finite and 0 = a ∈ A. We claim that t
there exists r 1 ∈ P ∩ g 1 P with ϕ r1 (a) = 0. Put
Thus
As a consequence, one can find r 2 ∈ K {r1,g2} such that
Notice that F 2 F 1 and
, then the same reasoning as above yields g 3 ∈ F 2 and r 3 ∈ K {r2,g3} with ϕ r3 (a) = 0 on E r3 . Set
We then have
. This process cannot continue infinitely because F is finite. So we must stop at some r j with ϕ rj (a) = 0 on E rj I r
Thus t e F (a) is nonzero on E F . Therefore, for all a ∈ A, we have that lim
This completes the proof.
3.2.
The covariance algebra of a product system. Our goal in this subsection is to associate a C * -algebra A × E P to a given product system (E p ) p∈P satisfying two properties: the representation of E in A × E P is injective and any representation of A × E P in a C * -algebra B that is faithful on A is also faithful on the fixed-point algebra (A × E P ) δ for the canonical gauge coaction of G on A × E P , where G is a group with P ⊆ G. A candidate for A × E P is of course the universal C * -algebra for strongly covariant representations introduced previously. We shall prove that this is independent of the choice of the group containing P . Lemma 3.6. Let P be a subsemigroup of a group G and E a product system over P .
The
Proof. If ψ is faithful on T e E /J e , then Proposition 3.5 implies that ψ e is injective. Suppose that ψ is strongly covariant and ψ e is faithful. Let us prove that ψ is
2k = e and ξ pi ∈ E pi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2k}. Assume that q(b) = 0. This entails
This is precisely the right ideal
These ideals are used in [17] to study semigroup C * -algebras. We claim that, if r ∈ K F , then
Since ψ is strongly covariant, it suffices to prove that
{e} (E r ) = {0} because the image of E r under t r {e} sends E s I s −1 (s∨g) to E rs I s −1 r −1 (rs∨rg) and t {e} (b) vanishes on the latter. We are then left with the case in which K {r,F } = ∅. Thus r ∈ K F implies that r ∈ K {g} for some g ∈ F . Let ξ r ∈ E r I r −1 (r∨F ) . Then t {e} (b)t r {e} (ξ r ) vanishes on the direct summand E s I s −1 (s∨g) if rs ∈ K F . So assume that rs ∈ K F . In particular, rs ∈ K {r,g} . Hence I r −1 (r∨F ) ⊆ ker ϕ s and t r {e} (ξ r ) = 0 on the direct summand E s I s −1 (s∨g) . This concludes the proof that
, where each b j is of the form (3.7). For each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let F j ⊆ G be the finite set associated to b j as in (3.8) . Thus ψ(b j )(ψ r (E r I r −1 (r∨Fj ) )) = 0 if r ∈ K Fj . We also set
and let ξ = r∈P ξ r ∈ E F with ξ F ≤ 1, where ξ r = 0 except for finitely many r's. Then
Since ψ e is injective and are the ideals described in the construction before Definition 3.2 with respect to the groups G and H, respectively.
Indeed, it suffices to show that, given a finite set F with F ⊆ G, one has
Thus we obtain a * -homomorphism φ :
Combining Proposition 3.5 with Lemma 3.6, we deduce that φ is injective on T
be of the form (3.7), that is,
To see this, we will prove that K F = K γ(F ) = ∅, where
Then there is a unique s 1 ∈ P with r = p 2k s 1 . Here we have omitted γ because it is injective on P . Now r also lies in γ(p 2k p
This is so if and only
well. Repeating this procedure, we deduce that r ∈ K F . Thus
Let us argue by contradiction and suppose that K F is a nonempty subset of G. Hence one can find r, s ∈ P with
Since γ is injective on P and γ p 2k p
= e H , it follows that p 1 s = r. This gives
As a consequence, the image of T e H E under the quotient map q :
Since φ is faithful on this latter C * -algebra and the quotient map
This shows that the notion of covariance described in Definition 3.2 is independent of the choice of the group containing P as a subsemigroup.
The following is our main result: Theorem 3.10. Let P be a unital semigroup and let E = (E p ) p∈P be a product system over P of A-correspondences. Suppose that P is embeddable into a group. There is a C * -algebra A × E P associated to E with a representation j E : E → A × E P such that the pair (A × E P, j E ) has the following properties: (C1)-(C3) .
Proof. Let G be a group containing P as a subsemigroup. Let J ∞ be the ideal in T E as in Lemma 3.3. That is, J ∞ is the ideal generated by J e , which in turn is the ideal in T e E constructed before Definition 3.2. Set A × E P := T E /J ∞ and let j E be the representation of E in A × E P given by the composition oft : E → T E with the quotient map q : T E → T E /J ∞ . By Lemma 3.9, this does not depend on the chosen group and hence it satisfies (C1). By the universal property of T E and again by Lemma 3.9, A × E P also fulfils (C2). Now (C3) follows from Lemma 3.6. Uniqueness of (A × E P, j E ) is then clear.
We call A × E P the covariance algebra of E, following the terminology of [13] for C * -algebras associated to partial dynamical systems.
Remark 3.11. The proof of Lemma 3.9 also tells us that the fixed-point algebras of the canonical coactions on A × E P of all groups containing P coincide.
Example 3.12. Let G be a group and (B g ) g∈G a saturated Fell bundle over G. View (B g ) g∈G as a product system over G. For each g ∈ G and F ⊆ G finite, we have that I g −1 (g∨F ) = B e since g ∈ K {g,h} for all h ∈ F . Hence J e = {0} and the associated covariance algebra is isomorphic to the cross sectional C * -algebra of (B g ) g∈G .
Relationship to other constructions
In this section, we relate the covariance algebras of product systems defined here to other constructions in the setting of irreversible dynamical systems. We also give an equivalent notion of strongly covariant representations for compactly aligned product systems over quasi-lattice ordered groups.
4.1. Relationship to a construction by Sims and Yeend. Let us restrict our attention to semigroups arising from quasi-lattice orders in the sense of [22] : let G be a group and let P be a subsemigroup of G with P ∩ P −1 = {e}. We say that (G, [28] , Sims and Yeend constructed a C * -algebra N O E from a compactly aligned product system E = (E p ) p∈P so that it generalises constructions such as C * -algebras associated to finitely aligned higher rank graphs and Katsura's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of a single correspondence. The universal representation of E in N O E is quite often faithful, but Example 3.16 of [28] shows that it may fail to be injective even if (G, P ) is totally ordered and A acts by compact operators on E p for all p in P . In this subsection, we will see that N O E coincides with A × E P when either the universal representation of E in N O E is faithful and P is directed or E is a faithful product system. In both cases N O E satisfies an analogue of (C3) [6, Proposition 3.7] . This subsection is based on [6] and [28] .
We first recall the definitions from [28] of Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariance and Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra. Let ψ = {ψ p } p∈P be a representation of E in B. For each p ∈ P , we will denote by ψ (p) the * -homomorphism from K(E p ) to B obtained as in [23] . This is defined on a generalised rank-1 operator |ξ η| by
Given a product system E = (E p ) p∈P , we may use the multiplication maps to define
Fix a quasi-lattice ordered group (G, P ). A product system E = (E p ) p∈P is compactly aligned if, for all p, q ∈ P with p ∨ q < ∞, we have
The Nica-Toeplitz algebra of E, denoted by N T E , is the C * -algebra generated by a copy of E that is universal for Nica covariant representations of E (see [10, Theorem 6.3] ).
Fix a compactly aligned product system E = (E p ) p∈P . LetĪ e := A and for each p ∈ P \ {e}, setĪ
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Given p ∈ P , we define a correspondence E p : A A by
For all s ∈ P , there is a
Let F ⊆ P be a finite set and let T s ∈ K(E s Suppose that E has the extra property that ι p e is injective on A for all p ∈ P . The Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra associated to E, denoted by N O E , is then the universal C * -algebra for Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariant representations (see [28, Proposition 3.2] for further details). The requirement that ι p e be faithful for all p ∈ P implies that the representation of E in N O E is faithful. Sims and Yeend proved in [28, Lemma 3.15] that this is satisfied whenever P has the following property: given a nonempty set F ⊆ P that is bounded above, in the sense that there is p ∈ P with s ≤ p for all s ∈ F , then F has a maximal element r. That is, r ≤ s for all s ∈ F \ {r}.
The next example of a product system is given by Sims and Yeend in [28, Example 3.16] . It consists of a compactly aligned product system for which not all ι p e 's are injective. We recall their example here and describe its associated covariance algebra.
Example 4.1. Let Z × Z be equipped with the lexicographic order and let P be its positive cone. So P = (N \ {0}) × Z ∪ {0} × N and e = (0, 0). Define a product system over P as follows: let A := C 2 and, for each p ∈ P , let E p := C 2 be regarded as a Hilbert A-module with right action given by coordinatewise multiplication and usual C 2 -valued inner product. Following the notation of [28] , we set S := {0} × N and for all p ∈ S, we let C 2 act on E p on the left by coordinatewise multiplication, so
This is a proper product system E = (E p ) p∈P over C 2 . Thus it is also compactly aligned. Since P is totally ordered, all representations of E are Nica covariant. Sims and Yeend proved that such a product system has no injective Cuntz-NicaPimsner covariant representation. Their argument is the following: for all p = e, I p = ker ϕ (0,1) = {0}. Hence, if q ∈ P \ S, ι q e = ϕ q is not injective and any Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariant representation of E vanishes on ker ϕ q = {0} × C.
Let us now describe the associated covariance algebra A × E P . We will show that (A × E P ) δ is isomorphic to the C * -algebra of all convergent sequences. To do so,
is the projection of 2 (N × Z) onto the subspace 2 (N ≥p1 × Z). In particular, v p is unitary for all p ∈ S.
Let φ e : C 2 → B( 2 (N × Z)) be the * -homomorphism given by z 2 ) ). This yields a representation φ = {φ p } p∈P of E in B( 2 (N×Z)). We claim that φ is strongly covariant and preserves the topological Z × Z-grading of A × E P . First, for each finite set F ⊆ P , 
So in order to prove that φ is strongly covariant, it suffices to verify that, given a finite set F ⊆ P , one has
So suppose that F is a finite subset of P and p∈F j (p)
F pi with p i < p i+1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where F pi is given by all of the elements in F having first component p i . Given a finite set F ⊆ P with F ⊇ F , there is r 1 = (p 1 , q 1 ) ∈ P such that p < r 1 for all p ∈ F p1 . Then
So by taking finite sets F ⊆ P with F ⊇ F , we conclude from the definition of strong covariance that
If p 2 > p 1 + 1, we deduce by a similar argument that the sum p∈Fp 1 λ 1,p must be zero as well because
for all r = (r 1 , r 2 ) > p with r 1 > p 1 . In case p 2 = p 1 + 1, then
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Repeating this argument for all of the p i 's and observing that
we conclude that φ is indeed strongly covariant. The associated representation of A × E P on 2 (N × Z) is faithful on (A × E P ) δ because it is injective on C 2 . Its image in B (  2 (N × Z) ) is the C * -algebra generated by φ e (C 2 ) and the family of isometries {v p | p ∈ P }.
To see that φ is faithful on A × E P , consider the canonical unitary representation of the torus T 2 on 2 (N × Z). Explicitly, the unitary U z is given by
where z = (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ T 2 . This produces a continuous action of
Hence it carries a topological Z × Z-grading. The corresponding spectral subspace at (m, n) is determined by
, it is easy to verify that φ preserves the grading of A × E P . Because Z × Z is amenable, Proposition 20.2 and Theorem 20.7 of [9] imply that φ is an isomorphism onto its image. Its restriction to (A × E P ) δ yields an isomorphism onto the C * -algebra of all convergent sequences
This isomorphism sends (λ 1,p , λ 2,p ) ∈ K(E p ) to the sequence (ζ n ) n∈N with
The task of verifying whether a given representation is strongly covariant or not is considerably simplified when E is compactly aligned. The proof of the next proposition is taken from [6, Proposition 3.7] and adapted to our context.
Proposition 4.2. Let E = (E p ) p∈P be a compactly aligned product system. A representation ψ of E in a C * -algebra B is strongly covariant if and only if it is Nica covariant and satisfies
Proof. Suppose that ψ is strongly covariant. Let p, q ∈ P , T ∈ K(E p ) and S ∈ K(E q ).
in A × E P and, in particular, p∈F ψ (p) (T p ) = 0. Conversely, assume that ψ is Nica covariant and satisfies (C)'. In order to prove that ψ is strongly covariant, we use the ideas employed in [6] . Let P ∨ fin denote the set of all finite subsets of P that are ∨-closed. Precisely, F ∈ P ∨ fin if it is finite and for all p, q ∈ F with p ∨ q < ∞, one has p ∨ q ∈ F . For each F in P ∨ fin , let B F denote the subspace of N T e E given by
Here we introduce no special notation to identify an element of K(E p ) with its image in N T E . We observe that B F is a C * -subalgebra of N T e E and, in addition,
Hence, since A × E P is a quotient of N T E , Lemma 1.3 of [1] says that all we must do is prove that p∈F t (p)
Given r ∈ P , it follows from Nica covariance that j (p) (T p )j r (E r ) = 0 when p ∨ r = ∞ and
Since j E is injective,
all r ∈ P , and we deduce that p∈F t (p) F (T p ) = 0 on E F as desired. The previous proposition combined with [27, Theorem 6.3] gives us the following: Corollary 4.3. Let (G, P ) be a quasi-lattice ordered group and let E = (E p ) p∈P be a compactly aligned product system. Suppose that G is amenable. If A is nuclear, then A × E P is nuclear.
We denote by q N the * -homomorphism from N T E to A × E P induced by j E = {j p } p∈P . The proof of the next result is essentially identical to that of Proposition 4.2. This is inspired by [6, Proposition 3.7] .
Proposition 4.4. Let ψ be an injective Nica covariant representation of E in a C
* -algebra B and let ψ N denote the induced
The following is [6, Example 3.9].
Example 4.5. Let F 2 denote the free group on two generators a and b. Then F 2 is quasi-lattice ordered and its positive cone F + 2 is the unital semigroup generated by a and b. Define a product system over F + 2 by setting A := C, E a := C and E b := {0}, where C is regarded as a Hilbert bimodule over C in the usual way. So E a n = C for all n ∈ N. A subset of F + 2 that is bounded above has a maximal element, so that the representation of E in N O E is injective. However, in [6] this example illustrates the fact that the conclusion of Proposition 4.4 may fail for N O E if P is not directed and E is non-faithful.
Define a representation of E in C by ψ p (λ p ) = λ p for all p ∈ P and λ p ∈ E p . So ψ e is faithful. Let 
for all p ≥ b. Hence the image of 1 − 1 a in N O E is nonzero and it becomes clear that N O E and A × E P are not isomorphic, since j e (1) − j (a) (1 a ) = 0 in the latter. For this example, A × E P is the universal C * -algebra generated by a unitary. That is, A × E P ∼ = C(T) with j a (λ a ) = λ a z and j e (λ) = λ, where z : T → C is the inclusion function. Proposition 4.6. Let (G, P ) be a quasi-lattice ordered group and let E = (E p ) p∈P be a compactly aligned product system over P . Suppose either that E is faithful or that P is directed and the representation of E in N O E is injective. Then N O E and A × E P are canonically isomorphic to each other.
Proof. Letj E denote the representation of E in N O E . By Proposition 4.4, kerj N ∩ N T e E ⊆ ker q N . In particular, j E is an injective Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner covariant representation of E in A × E P . Hence [6, Proposition 3.7] implies that the induced * -homomorphism j : N O E → A × E P is faithful on the fixed-point algebra N O e E . Therefore,j N vanishes on ker q N and it factors through A × E P . Thus j N is the inverse of j
Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra. Recall that a representation ψ of a correspondence
for all a ∈ J [18] . Fowler defined the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of E = (E p ) p∈P to be the universal C * -algebra for representations that are Cuntz-Pimsner covariant on J p := ϕ −1 (K(E p )) for all p ∈ P [10, Proposition 2.9]. We denote Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra by O E .
Our next result provides sufficient conditions for A × E P to coincide with Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra if P is a cancellative right Ore monoid, that is, P is cancellative and pP ∩ qP = ∅ for all p, q ∈ P . In this case, P can be embedded in a group G so that G = P P −1 .
Proposition 4.7. Let P be a cancellative right Ore monoid and let E = (E p ) p∈P be a product system that is faithful and proper. Then A × E P is canonically isomorphic to Fowler's Cuntz-Pimsner algebra.
Proof. Observe that J p = A for all p ∈ P . We begin by verifying that the representation of E in A × E P is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant on A for each p in P . Indeed, set F := {p}. Since E is faithful, it follows that I r −1 (r∨p) = {0} if r ∈ pP . Thus
Hence j E is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant on J p for each p ∈ P . We then obtain a
By [2, Theorem 3.16], we may view O e E as the inductive limit of K(E p ) p∈P . Thus j is faithful on O e E since it is so on all of the K(E p )'s. The quotient map q : T E → A × E P is the composition of j with the quotient map from T E to O E . Hence the representation of E in this latter C * -algebra must vanish on J ∞ . The induced * -homomorphism A × E P → O E is then the inverse of j.
4.3.
Semigroup C * -algebras. The semigroup C * -algebra as introduced by Murphy in [19] is the universal C * -algebra for representations of P by isometries, also called isometric representations. Unlike the group case, the resulting C * -algebra is usually badly behaved. For instance, it is not nuclear even when the semigroup in question is N × N (see [20] ). For semigroups that are positive cones of quasi-lattice ordered groups, Nica considered in [22] a sub-class of isometric representations, namely, those satisfying the Nica covariance condition. In this setting, he also introduced a notion of amenability for a quasi-lattice ordered group (G, P ) and proved, for instance, that (F n , F + n ) is amenable. Xin Li realised that one should also take into account the family of right ideals of P and proposed a construction generalising that of Nica to left cancellative semigroups [17] . In analogy with the group case, he was able to relate amenability of a semigroup to its associated C * -algebra (see [17, Section 4] ). In this subsection, we study the relationship between covariance algebras and the semigroup C * -algebras of Xin Li. Under a certain assumption involving the family of constructible right ideals of P , we will show that we can recover the semigroup C * -algebra of Xin Li from the covariance algebra of a certain product system. This is obtained in [2, Section 5] for Ore monoids.
Let us first recall Li's construction. Assume that G is generated by P . Given α = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 2k ) ⊆ P , define (4.8)
is a right ideal in P . This corresponds to the right ideal
2 p 1 P in the notation of [17] . Given words α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n in P , the intersection
is again a right ideal in P . Let J be the smallest family of right ideals of P containing the "constructible" right ideals as above and the empty set ∅. This is closed under finite intersection. In addition, if S ∈ J , then pS ∈ J and p −1 S ∈ J , where pS and p −1 S denote the image and pre-image of S, respectively, under left multiplication by p. The following is [17, Definition 3.2]. Definition 4.9. Let P be a subsemigroup of a group G. The semigroup C * -algebra of P , denoted by C * s (P ), is the universal C * -algebra generated by a family of isometries {v p | p ∈ P } and projections {e S | S ∈ J } satisfying the following:
The family J of right ideals of P is called independent (see [17, Definition 2.26] ) if given a right ideal of P of the form
with S i ∈ J for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, then S = S i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. By [17, Lemma 3.3] , e S1 e S2 = e S1∩S2 in C * s (P ) for all S 1 , S 2 in J and hence the closed linear span of the projections {e S | S ∈ J } is a commutative C * -subalgebra of C * s (P ). If J is independent, this C * -subalgebra is canonically isomorphic to the C * -subalgebra of ∞ (P ) generated by the characteristic functions on elements of J [17, Corollary 3.4]. Let us denote this latter C * -algebra by A. That is,
where χ S ∈ ∞ (P ) is the characteristic function on S. This will be the coefficient algebra of our product system E. The idea is taken from [2, Section 5]. Our assumption, however, is different: we require P to be embeddable in a group, as usual. So we follow [17 
There is a semigroup action β : P → End(A) by injective endomorphisms with hereditary range as follows. Let β p be defined by χ S → χ pS . Its range β p (A) is the corner χ pP Aχ pP and hence it is hereditary. This gives us a product system over P as in [16] . The correspondence E p : A A is Aχ pP with the following structure: we use the inverse β −1 p to define the A-valued inner product, so that aχ pP | bχ pP := β
The left action is then defined by left multiplication a · (bχ pP ) = abχ pP . Finally, the isomorphism µ p,q :
Proof. Let us define a * -homomorphism C * s (P ) → A × E P by using the universal property of C * s (P ). For each p ∈ P , put u p := j p (χ pP ). Thus u : p → u p is an isometric representation of P in A× E P. Given S ∈ J , setē S = χ S . In order to prove that this data also satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 4.9, let α = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 2k ) be a word in P with p
on E Fα . This is clearly true if K {Fα,e} = ∅ or K {Fα,e} = P . So let us assume otherwise. The ideal I e∨Fα A is generated by the characteristic functions on the right ideals that have empty intersection with
2 p 1 P so that χ K {Fα ,e} I e∨Fα = 0. Similarly, let r ∈ K {Fα,e} . Observe that χ K {Fα ,e} vanishes on E r whenever rP ∩ K {Fα,e} = ∅. If rP ∩ K {Fα,e} = ∅, then I r −1 (r∨Fα) consists of those functions in A that vanish on P ∩ r −1 K {Fα,e} . In particular,
For r ∈ K {Fα,e} , one may easily verify that the left-hand side of (4.11) also vanishes on E r . This proves our claim that condition (iii) of Definition 4.9 is satisfied. So we obtain a * -homomorphism φ : C * s (P ) → A × E P. This sends v p to the isometry u p and e S to j e (χ S ).
In order to define a representation of E in C * s (P ), we invoke the assumption that J is independent. As mentioned before the statement, in this case the commutative C * -subalgebra of C * s (P ) generated by the projections {e S | S ∈ J } is canonically isomorphic to A. So there is a * -homomorphism A → C * s (P ) which maps χ S to e S . Lemmas 2.8 and 3.3 of [17] imply the relations
s (P ) for all p ∈ P and S ∈ J . Hence the map which sends χ pP ∈ E p to the isometry v p together with the * -homomorphism χ S → e S gives us a representation of E in C * s (P ). The induced * -homomorphism T E → C * s (P ) preserves the G-grading for the coaction of G. Moreover, it follows from condition (iii) and the equality v e = 1 that the fixed-point algebra C * s (P ) e for such a coaction is the C * -algebra generated by the projections {e S | S ∈ J }, which in turn is isomorphic to A. Hence φ is injective on C * s (P )
e . By the same argument employed in the proof of Proposition 4.7, we conclude that φ is an isomorphism.
The proof of the previous proposition shows that, in general, A × E P is a quotient of C * s (P ). It is isomorphic to the C * -algebra C * (∪) s (P ) in the notation of [17] . Indeed, let
Let C * (∪) s (P ) be the universal C * -algebra generated by isometries {v p | p ∈ P } and projections {e S | S ∈ J ∪ } satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) of Definition 4.9 with the additional relation (iv) e S1∪S2 = e S1 + e S2 − e S1∩S2 for all S 1 , S 2 ∈ J ∪ .
The C * -algebra C * (∪) s (P ) coincides with C * s (P ) whenever J is independent (see [17, Proposition 2.24] ). The next result generalises Proposition 4.10.
Proof. It follows from [17, Lemma 3.3] and [17, Corollary 2.22 ] that the C * -subalgebra of C * (∪) s (P ) generated by the e S 's is naturally isomorphic to A. Again condition (iii) of Definition 4.9 implies that this C * -subalgebra coincides with the fixed-point algebra for the canonical coaction of G on C * (∪) s (P ). Now we may employ the same argument used in the proof of Proposition 4.10 to obtain an isomorphism C *
Crossed products by interaction groups.
In this subsection, we will show how Exel's crossed products by interaction groups fit into our approach. This notion of crossed products was introduced in [8] in order to study semigroups of unital and injective endomorphisms. We first recall some concepts from his work, although many details will be omitted. An interaction group is a triple (A, G, V ), where A is a unital C * -algebra, G is a group and V is a partial representation of G in the Banach algebra of bounded operators on A. This consists of a family {V g } g∈G of continuous operators on A with V 1 = id A and
The partial representation is also assumed to satisfy the following conditions:
For all g ∈ G, the idempotent E g is a conditional expectation onto the range of V g . An interaction group is said to be nondegenerate if E g is faithful for all g in G. That is, E g (a * a) = 0 implies a = 0 (see [8, Definition 3.3] ). Frow now on let us fix a nondegenerate interaction group (A, G, V ). Given a unital C is a pair (π, v) , where π : A → B is a unital * -homomorphism and v is a * -partial representation of G in B such that
The Toeplitz algebra of (A, G, V ), denoted by T (A, G, V ), is the universal C * -algebra for covariant representations of (A, G, V ). It is generated by a copy of A and elements { s g } g∈G so that s : g → s g is a * -partial representation and the pair (j V , s) is a covariant representation of (A, G, V ) in T (A, G, V ), where j V : A → T (A, G, V ) denotes the canonical embedding.
In order to recall the notion of redundancy introduced by Exel in [8] , let us first define certain subspaces of T (A, G, V ). Given a word α = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ) in G, set a) )e α and by [8, Proposition 2.7 ], e α is also an idempotent. The subspace Z α associated to the word α will be the closed linear span of elements of the form
with a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ∈ A. We set Z α = j V (A) in case α is the empty word. Observe that we always have M α ⊆ Z α . We also associate a finite subset of G to the word α by letting
so that µ(α) = {e} if α is the empty word. We further let
. We denote by W α the set of all words β in G with
β = e and let
This is a C * -subalgebra of T (A, G, V ) since β ∈ W α if and only if β −1 ∈ W α and W α is also closed under concatenation of words (see [8, Proposition 4.7] for further details). In addition,
The crossed product of A by G under V , denoted by A G V , is the universal C * -algebra for covariant representations that vanish on all redundancies. Thus A G V is isomorphic to the quotient of T (A, G, V ) by the ideal generated by all redundancies. A covariant representation of (A, G, V ) that vanishes on such an ideal was called strongly covariant by Exel. He was able to prove that A is embedded into A G V . The crossed product carries a canonical G-grading, and a representation of A G V is faithful on its fixed-point algebra if and only if it is faithful on A.
If P is a subsemigroup of G, sometimes an action of P on a C * -algebra A may be enriched to an interaction group (A, G, V ) so that V p = α p for all p ∈ P . Under certain assumptions, V is unique if it exists and A G V is generated by A and isometries {v p } p∈P [8, Theorem 12.3] . We will see that if P is reversible, in the sense that pP ∩ qP = ∅ and P p ∩ P q = ∅ for all p, q ∈ P , and G = P −1 P = P P −1 , then A G V can be obtained from a covariance algebra of a certain product system if {V p } p∈P generates the image of G under V . So we will assume that V is an interaction group which extends an action of P by endomorphisms of A and V p −1 • α p = id A . This holds if and only if the * -partial representation of G in A G V restricts to an isometric representation of P . 
To do so, let a ∈ A. Then 
Thus in order to build a product system over P so that it encodes the interaction group, we suppose that V p −1 • α p = id A for all p ∈ P . It follows from [8, Lemma 2.3] that, for all p, q ∈ P , we have
Let us now describe the product system associated to V . This is defined as in [16] . Here we do not require P to be abelian since we assume V p −1 • α p = id A . We set E p := A, endowed with the right action of A through a · b := aα p (b) and the
This provides E p with a structure of right
Using that α p is an endomorphism of A, we deduce that µ p,q preserves the bimodule structure. It is also surjective because α p is unital for all p ∈ P .
Lemma 4.15. E = (E
Proof. We will prove that µ p,q preserves the inner product and that the multiplication in E is associative.
Let
This completes the proof that µ p,q is an isomorphism of correspondences for all p, q ∈ P . Now let s ∈ P , a ∈ E p , b ∈ E q and c ∈ E s . Then
Lemma 4.16. There is a covariant representation of
Proof. We begin by proving that j p (1 p )
To do so, we use that P is also left reversible. We can find s ∈ P with s ∈ (pP ∩ qP ) ∩ (p P ∩ q P ). Since (A, G, V ) is nondegenerate, E is faithful and hence I r −1 (r∨s) = {0} for all r ∈ P such that r ∈ sP . So
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Now given r ∈ sP , we write b r for an element in E r . We compute on E r for r ∈ sP . Indeed, given b r ∈ E r , one has
so that (j e , v) is a covariant representation of (A, G, V ). Let β = (g 1 , . . . , g n ) be a word in G. In order to prove that the map a → j e (a)v β is injective, take s ∈ K µ(β) −1 . That is, s ∈ P ∩ g Since the representation of E in A × E P is injective, the right-hand side above is nonzero. This guarantees that a → j e (a)v β is an injective map.
The following is the main result of this subsection.
Proposition 4.17. Let P be a subsemigroup of a group G with G = P −1 P = P P −1 . Let (A, G, V ) be a nondegenerate interaction group extending an action α : P → End(A) by unital and injective endomorphisms. Suppose, in addition, that V p −1 • α p = id A for all p ∈ P . Then A G V is isomorphic to A × E P , where E is the product system constructed out of V . 
for all a in A. So φ(c) must be zero in A × E P . This induces a * -homomorphism φ : A G V → A × E P that is faithful on A and preserves the G-grading of A G V . Proposition 4.6 of [8] says that φ is also faithful on the fixed-point algebra of A G V . Now by Lemma 4.14, s p is an isometry in A G V for all p ∈ P . Moreover, [8, Lemma 2.3] says that s p s q = s pq for all p, q ∈ P . Hence one can show that the maps E p 1 p → s p and a → i(a) give rise to a representation of E. By applying the injectivity of φ on the fibres and the usual argument that the induced * -homomorphism T E → A G V preserves the G-grading, we conclude that such a representation must factor through A × E P . The resulting * -homomorphism is the inverse of φ.
Remark 4.18. Let P be a reversible cancellative semigroup and let G be its enveloping group. Let A be a unital C * -algebra and let α : P → End(A) be an action by injective endomorphisms. Given a not-necessarily nondegenerate interaction group (A, G, V ) extending α with V p −1 • α p = id A , the equality V q −1 V p −1 = V q −1 p −1 still holds by [8, Lemma 2.3] . Hence one may build a product system as above by letting E p := Aα p (1) and µ p,q (aα p (1) ⊗ A bα q (1)) := aα p (b)α pq (1) (see [16] ). Thus the covariance algebra of such a product system may be viewed as the crossed product of A under V , generalising Exel's construction to interaction groups satisfying V q −1 V p −1 = V q −1 p −1 that are not necessarily nondegenerate. For instance, the product system built in the previous subsection fits into this setting, where V g (χ S ) := χ gS∩P for all S ∈ J and g ∈ G.
In addition, id A = (id A ⊗ 1 G ) • δ by [7, Lemma A.24] , where 1 G : G → C is the homomorphism g → 1. Then a = (id A ⊗ 1 G )(a ⊗ 1) = (id A ⊗ 1 G )E e (a ⊗ 1)
Now we see that (id A ⊗ 1 G ) • E g • δ gives a contractive projection onto A g that vanishes on A h for h = g. Hence {A g } g∈G is a topological grading for A.
If (A, G, δ) is a coaction, we refer to the corresponding spectral subspace at e as the fixed-point algebra for δ. In particular, q is a δ-δ A/I equivariant * -homomorphism.
Proof. Given q(a) ∈ A/I, set δ A/I (q(a)) := (q ⊗ id G )(δ(a)). This vanishes on I because it vanishes on I ∩ A g for all g ∈ G and I is generated by its intersection with the spectral subspaces. It is also injective because (id A ⊗ 1 G ) • δ = id A gives q(a) ∈ ker δ A/I if and only if a belongs to I. This satisfies the coaction identity because δ does so. That δ A/I is a nondegenerate * -homomorphism is then clear.
